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After this length of time we have no way of knowing what aused the event; far

more important is the strong evidence that it did occur. We do not know whether God

supernaturally produced something new, or whether He prepared natural forces, through

the centuries in anticipation of this event. The important thing is that God did

what 1e had declared He would do. He caused that Jerusalem should remain trodden

down of the Gentiles until within our own generation, and even up to the present the

temple has never been rebuilt.

Perhaps the temple will be rebuilt one of these daje. ierhapa the times of the

Gentiles are nearly over, we do nut know. The condition tnae has lasted through the

centuries is still visible as evidence of the fact that God can predict the future

and that he has done so in the bible.

Today anyone can go to the cities of bubylonia and see the fulfillment of Jere-

miab's pxadcuon. Anyone can go to Tyre, to Thebes in Egypt, or to various cities

in Asia Minor, and can sea the various conditions that were predicted in the Old

Testament. Dozens of 014 Testament predictions were literally fulfilled in events

connected with the first coming of the Lord Jesus Christ. We can trust the Bible.

What it says is tr&e.
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About century go iaxie i)icket, '1w, had no special friudshirr%ur

cocuitry, reporled, after traveling zteasively through the United Stat VP11
.'crau could walk. in perfect safety at any time of day or night in almo

the land. This is no longer the case.

Quite a few years ago. when I first began teaching and was not yet tnarrl.ed, I

lived in a room in the heart of Philadelphia. Every evening I would walk for an

hour or two up and down the various streets in the inner city. It never occurred to

me to fear that I might be attacked. Recently I happened to mention to a friend how
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